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Abstract. This paper describes advanced interval methods for finding a global optimum and finding
all solutions of a system of nonlinear equations, as implemented in the Premium Solver Platform,
an extension of the Solver bundled with Microsoft Excel. It also describes the underlying tools that
allow Excel spreadsheets to be evaluated over real and interval numbers, with fast computation of
real gradients and interval gradients. The advanced interval methods described include mean value
(MV) and generalized interval (GI) representations for functions, constraint propagation for both the
MV and GI forms, and a linear programming test for the GI form, in the context of an overall interval
branch and bound algorithm. Numerical results for a set of sample problems demonstrate a significant
speed advantage for the GI techniques, compared to alternative methods.

1. Introduction
The Solver bundled with Microsoft Excel, developed by Frontline Systems for
Microsoft, is among the most widely used tools for optimization and equation solving. It is capable of solving small-scale linear programming (LP), smooth nonlinear
programming (NLP), and mixed integer programming (MIP) problems. Included
in nearly 100 million copies of Microsoft Excel, it offers Excel spreadsheet users
an easy introduction to classical methods of optimization. An upgraded Premium
Solver for Education, now bundled with more than a dozen textbooks, is used in a
wide range of MBA and engineering courses.
The Premium Solver Platform is a compatible upgrade that extends the functionality, capacity and speed of the Microsoft Excel Solver to handle industrialscale problems, including LP problems of over 100,000 variables and constraints;
NLP problems with tens of thousands of variables and constraints; challenging
mixed-integer problems; global optimization problems using multi-start or clustering methods; and non-smooth problems using methods based on genetic and
evolutionary algorithms and tabu search.
In the past two years, we have sought to greatly extend the capabilities of the
Premium Solver Platform for deterministic global optimization and solution of
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systems of equations, using interval methods. Since Microsoft Excel is designed
to evaluate spreadsheet models only over real numbers, we built a new parser
and interpreter for Excel formulas that can evaluate models over several domains
including intervals, as outlined below. We then implemented and tested a variety
of interval-based techniques for global optimization and solution of systems of
equations, including techniques implemented in other interval solvers and some new
techniques implemented for the first time, to our knowledge, in the Premium Solver
Platform. Numerical results suggest that these new techniques offer significant
speed advantages over previously described methods.
Our parser and interpreter for Excel formulas take the place of the standard
facility in Microsoft Excel for function evaluation or “recalculation.” These tools
can be used to evaluate Excel formulas over real and interval numbers; real gradients
and Hessians and interval gradients and Hessians, using the techniques of automatic
differentiation; a “generalized interval” or linear enclosure form; and a special
“diagnostic number type” that identifies sparsity in models to save memory, and
classifies models, functions, and individual variable occurrences as linear, quadratic,
smooth nonlinear, or non-smooth.
Since Microsoft Excel supports a wide range of arithmetic (and non-arithmetic)
operators and several hundred built-in functions, and we wished to evaluate all of
these functions over several domains, we broke down the task by (i) defining a
small number of “primitives” or elementary operations, and implementing all other
functions in terms of these, and (ii) making extensive use of operator overloading
in the C++ programming language. Operator overloading allows us to define composite functions that can be evaluated over real and interval arguments, real and
interval gradients and Hessians, generalized intervals, and the diagnostic number
type. The algorithm and C++ code for each composite function is written only once
and operates on an abstract type of number that we call a Variant.
We assume familiarity with the basic ideas of interval computing; references
[1], [8], [26] provide appropriate background. Our notation for the properties of a
given number X uses a dot and a symbol appended to X. For example, X .l and X .r
refer to the left and right endpoints of X.
In our interpreter for Microsoft Excel, we have implemented both forward and
reverse mode automatic differentiation for real gradients, interval gradients, and
diagnostics, using certain memory efficient techniques. However, figures in this
paper present only the forward mode, since the focus of this paper is on the interval
methods.
2. Generalized Numbers and Operator Overloading
In the introduction to [26] Ramon Moore proposed that we think of an interval
of real numbers as a new kind of number. This approach has proved fruitful for
both analytical and computational purposes: Implementations of interval arithmetic
typically provide a full range of operations and functions on intervals. Similarly,
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automatic differentiation is often implemented via operator overloading, which
explicitly treats each function value plus its gradient as an abstract data type, or a
new kind of number, with a full range of operations and functions for which both
values and gradients may be obtained. We found it useful to extend this approach
and define a “generalized number” or abstract data type, called a Variant, that could
represent a real number, interval number, real gradient or Hessian, interval gradient
or Hessian, a generalized interval, or a diagnostic number.
Functions of reals or other kinds of numbers are implemented on a computer via
a series of elementary operations. In the most basic sense an elementary operation
is a machine instruction, but for most high-level numeric functions, we can treat
the basic arithmetic operations (e.g. +, −, ∗, /) and built-in mathematical functions
(e.g. exp, log, sin, cos) as elementary operations, and treat all other functions as
compositions of these elementary operations. Our interpreter for Microsoft Excel
formulas implements 304 functions provided with Excel; of these, 21 are elementary
operations, and 283 other functions are written as compositions of these elementary
operations.
Each type of generalized number has an associated set of definitions for the
elementary operations, which are separately implemented on a computer. Each
instance of a generalized number has associated data or values. For example, an
instance of a real number has an associated floating point value; an instance of an
interval number has a pair of floating point values (left and right endpoints of the
interval); and an instance of a real gradient has a floating point scalar (for its value)
and a vector (for its gradient). The implementation of addition of real numbers
simply adds two floating point values; the implementation for intervals adds the
left endpoints and right endpoints of the intervals; and the implementation for real
gradients adds the scalar values, and adds component-wise the gradient vectors of
the two operands. Hence:
PRINCIPLE 1. Numbers consist of data and associated elementary operations.
A generalized number is readily modeled as a class in modern object-oriented
programming languages like C++, as illustrated below.
The type of generalized number used depends on the goal of function evaluation.
For the purposes of finding a global optimum and finding all solutions of a system of
nonlinear equations, it is clearly necessary to evaluate the objective and constraints
of the model, or the equations of the system, over real numbers. Many equationsolving and optimization algorithms make use of real gradients of the problem
functions, and some algorithms require the Hessian, usually of the objective. Interval
methods for equation-solving and optimization typically require evaluations over
real numbers and intervals, and several methods require real or interval gradients
or related forms of evaluation. Hence:
PRINCIPLE 2. The goal of evaluation determines the type of generalized number
used in evaluating the problem functions.
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As described earlier, the built-in functions provided with Microsoft Excel that
are not elementary operations are implemented in our interpreter as C++ functions
that consist of sequences of the elementary operations. When these higher-level
functions are executed, operator overloading causes the code appropriate for the
generalized number types of the function arguments to be used.
The user of Microsoft Excel may then write formulas in cells, using the appropriate Excel syntax, that call upon this library of functions and arithmetic operations.
Our interpreter parses these formulas, creating a compact intermediate code; this
code is then executed by calling the library of functions and elementary operations
with the current arguments of the appropriate generalized number type.
Thus, there are two levels of composition of elementary operations: Pre-compiled
compositions for the Microsoft Excel function library, and dynamically interpreted
compositions of these functions as dictated by the user’s formulas. For real gradients and Hessians, and interval gradients and Hessians, the chain rule is applied in
the process of composing the elementary operations. Hence:
PRINCIPLE 3. Functions are evaluated by executing the elementary operations
appropriate for the types of their generalized number arguments.
Many algorithms for equation-solving and optimization require, for example,
both real values and real gradients at the same trial point. Our interpreter for
Microsoft Excel will process the intermediate code for the problem functions only
once, obtaining a real value and a real gradient vector at the same time. Further,
Microsoft Excel supports array notation in its formula language, and many individual functions take “ranges” or vectors as arguments (where each vector component
is a generalized number). Interpretation of such functions and array formulas can be
quite time-efficient, though it may require considerable memory for intermediate
results.
2.1. GRADIENT NUMBER EVALUATION
Evaluating gradients is an important part of many algorithms for equation-solving
and optimization. Gradients are typically used to construct a linearization at a trial
point of a nonlinear problem and to determine a search direction for a local step.
Gradients are also used in sensitivity analysis. They play an important role in
interval methods, in the so- called monotonicity test as well as in the mean value
(MV) form of an interval function.
Traditional approaches for evaluating derivatives are the finite difference method
and symbolic differentiation, i.e. obtaining derivatives in explicit algebraic form.
Finite differencing requires n real function evaluations per gradient, perturbing
each of n variables in turn, and it returns gradient values to only half of the
machine precision. Symbolic differentiation tends to yield extremely large analytic
expressions for functions of more than a few variables. Instead, the approach of
automatic differentiation [6], which efficiently computes point values of gradients
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through a process analogous to function evaluation, is used in our interpreter for
Microsoft Excel [4].
The classical forward mode of automatic differentiation fits readily into the
generalized number approach, to which this section is devoted. Our interpreter
for Microsoft Excel actually implements both forward mode and reverse mode
automatic differentiation. Reverse mode can be significantly faster than forward
mode when single function gradients are required, since it takes time proportional
only to the number of elementary operations in the function, independent of the
number of variables. Since these methods are well described in [6] and elsewhere,
we will not elaborate further on the computation of real gradients and Hessians,
but will instead focus on the computation of interval gradients and Hessians using
automatic differentiation techniques.
Assume a smooth interval function F(X) : I(R n ) → I(R), which depends on
n interval arguments. Hence, this function has an n-dimensional interval gradient
associated with the arguments. We therefore define an interval gradient number that
consists of an interval scalar value F for the function value, and an interval vector
value G for its gradient components. Further, we choose every function argument
Xi, i = 1, …, n to be of type interval gradient number and conceptually initialize it
as follows:
Xi.F = initial interval,
Xi.Gj = 1 for i = j, and 0 otherwise.
To save time and space in our interpreter for Microsoft Excel, we avoid the
explicit allocation of arguments. The interpreter constructs a generalized number
associated with a decision variable only when pushing it on the runtime stack.
We then implement all elementary operations over interval gradient numbers. A
few of the arithmetic operators and other elementary operations are defined below.
Figure 1 shows a portion of the C++ class declaration used in our interpreter for
interval gradient numbers.
Addition
Z
= X + Y,
Z .F = X .F + Y .F ,
Z .Gi = X .Gi + Y .Gi,

for i = 1, …, n.

Multiplication
Z
= X ∗ Y,
Z .F = X .F ∗ Y .F ,
Z .Gi = X .Gi ∗ Y .F + X .F ∗ Y .Gi,

for i = 1, …, n.

Logarithm
Z
= ln(X),
Z .F = ln(X .F),
Z .Gi = (1 / X .F) ∗ (X .Gi),

X > 0,
for i = 1, …, n.
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class CIntGrad
{
// Attributes
public:
CIntNum

Fx;

CIntNum* Gx;
int

dim;

// Operations
public:
// Assignment Operator
CIntGrad& operator=(const REAL&);
CIntGrad& operator=(const CIntNum&);
CIntGrad& operator=(const CIntGrad&);
// Arithmetic Operators
CIntGrad operator-() const;
friend CIntGrad operator+(const CIntGrad&,
friend CIntGrad operator+(const REAL&,
friend CIntGrad operator+(const CIntGrad&,
friend CIntGrad operator+(const CIntNum&,
friend CIntGrad operator+(const CIntGrad&,

const CIntGrad&);
const CIntGrad&);
const REAL&);
const CIntGrad&);
const CIntNum&);

...
};
// Elementary Operations
CIntGrad abs( const CIntGrad& X);
CIntGrad exp( const CIntGrad& X);
CIntGrad ln

(

const CIntGrad& X);

...

Figure 1.

C++ class excerpt for interval gradient number implementation.

We can continue in the same way to define an interval Hessian number. It
is designed to hold the values of the second derivative components H. However,
application of the chain rule in automatic differentiation makes it useful for this
generalized number to hold all information on which the Hessian depends—the
gradient G and the function value F.
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Again, we choose every argument Xi, i = 1, …, n to be of type interval Hessian
number and initialize it as follows:
Xi.F = initial interval,
Xi.Gj = 1 for i = j, and 0 otherwise,
Xi.Hjk = 0.
It’s clear that this representation of the interval Hessian is expensive in time
and space. It is expected to be applicable only to small models. Hence, we will not
present further details of its implementation.
2.2. LINEAR ENCLOSURE NUMBER EVALUATION
We also define a generalized interval (G-interval or GI) number type, for use
with our interval methods for equation-solving and global optimization. In [13] it is
shown that any non-linear function F(X) (even if not restricted to smooth functions)
with interval arguments X can be represented in the form:
F(X) =

n


αi Vi + B,

(2.1)

i=1

where αi is a real number, Vi = [−Ri , Ri ] is a symmetric interval obtained from the
corresponding argument as Xi − Xi .center, and B is the only interval parameter in
presentation. This form is called the linear enclosure of F(X). Compared to other
interval forms like the mean value form, it has the advantage of operating with real
coefficients αi in the sum and only one interval number B as an additional term.
The linear enclosure (2.1) can be computed automatically as explained theoretically in [13]. In our interpreter for Microsoft Excel, we define this type of generalized number in the form of a C++ class. Such numbers are called linear enclosures
or generalized intervals. They resemble the real gradient numbers, because they
have a real vector to hold the slopes αi from (2.1) plus two other real numbers
to hold B in the form of center and radius. Figure 2 shows a portion of the C++
class declaration used in our interpreter for generalized intervals or G-intervals.
Notice that we don’t need a class member for V, because it is unchanged during the
evaluation. Instead we allocate a global vector V to which all overloaded methods
refer.
In addition to the elementary operations defined for every generalized number
type, we define special operations on generalized intervals like union, intersection,
and interval conversion, for use in the interval branch and bound algorithm. The
collection of functions is not restricted to the elementary operations. Any univariable
function can be enclosed using Procedure 1 in [13] and appended to the basic set of
elementary operations, allowing for more efficient evaluation of problem-specific
functions in the interval branch and bound algorithm. We call the GI implementation
of common univariable functions separable forms.
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class CGenInt
{
// Data members
REAL* a;
REAL

// real vector of slopes

Bc, Br; // B represented as center and radius

// Methods
CInterval interval(); // converts the G-interval into
// a regular interval
...
// Operators
CGenInt&

operator=( CGenInt& X );

friend CGenInt operator+( const CGenInt & X, const CGenInt & Y );
friend CGenInt operator+( const CGenInt & X, const REAL& y );
friend CGenInt operator+( REAL& x, const CGenInt & Y );
...
};
// Elementary Operations
CGenInt abs( const CGenInt& X);
CGenInt exp( const CGenInt& X);
CGenInt ln ( const CGenInt& X);
...

Figure 2.

C++ class excerpt for G-interval number implementation.

Before evaluation, we define the vector G of CGenInt in Figure 2 for the arguments Xi, and initialize each component with the interval of the corresponding
argument as follows:
Gj.ai = 1 if i = j, else 0,
Gj.Bc = Xj.center,
Gj.Br = 0,
also we set the components Vj = [−Xj.wid / 2, Xj.wid / 2].

(2.2)

Finally we are ready to evaluate the function F in order to obtain the form (2.1).
To do this, we simply execute all elementary operations making up function F as
defined for generalized intervals. Figure 3 shows the C++ code that implements the
exponential function for the GI number type. For more information on enclosure of
arithmetic and other elementary operations, and univariable functions in general,
please refer to [13].
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CGenInt exp(const CGenInt& X)
{
CGenInt* giRes = X.pGlob->giRes;
CintNum

z;

z = X.interval();

if (X.pGlob->bGIHybrid) giRes->inum = exp(X.inum);
REAL

x1, f1;

REAL

alpha = z.wid() > 0
? (exp(z.Right) - exp(z.Left)) / z.wid() : 0;

CIntNum b;

b = exp(z.Left) - alpha*z.Left;

if (alpha != 0.0)
{
x1 = ln(alpha);
f1 = exp(x1) - alpha*x1;
b.Left = min(b.Left, f1); b.Right = max(b.Right, f1);
z.Left = X.c - X.Rc; z.Right = X.c + X.Rc;
z = alpha*z + b;
}
for (int i=1; i<=X.dim; i++) giRes->a[i] = alpha * X.a[i];
giRes->c

= z.center();

giRes->Rc = z.wid()/2;
return *giRes;
} // exp

Figure 3.

C++ implementation of the exp() function for generalized intervals.

2.3. DIAGNOSTIC NUMBER EVALUATION
The purpose of our diagnostic number type is to provide information about the type
(linear, quadratic, smooth nonlinear, or non-smooth) and sparsity of a model to the
solver, and to the user. Advanced solvers are often able to exploit this information
to improve performance, for example by treating linear constraints specially in a
model that is nonlinear overall. Since Microsoft Excel provides a very rich formula
language, and Excel models are used for many purposes, users may begin with
a model that violates the smoothness or linearity conditions required by many
equation-solving and optimization algorithms. Users may not readily appreciate, or
in a large pre-existing model, they may not readily find the source of non-smoothness
or non-linearity. A diagnostic number evaluation provides this information.
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class CDiagnose
{
// Attributes
public:
int

dim;

TDiagnose* D;
// Operations
public:
CDiagnose& operator=(const CDiagnose&);
}; // CDiagnose
// Decision Functions
bool keepDiagnose(const CVariant& X);
void raiseQuadrat(const CVariant& X);
void raiseNonLinear(const CVariant& X);
void raiseNonSmooth(const CVariant& X);
...

Figure 4.

C++ class excerpt for diagnostic number implementation.

A diagnostic number consists of an n-dimensional vector D of type Diagnostic,
where each component represents the occurrence of a decision variable. The Diagnostic type has an enumerated set of values such as independent, linear, smooth, etc.
Further, we choose every decision variable Xi, i = 1, …, n to be of type diagnostic
number and initialize them as follows:
Xi.Dj = linear if i = j, and independent otherwise for j = 1, …, n.
The elementary operations for the diagnostic number type affect the type of occurrence for each decision variable. For example, the addition operator invokes keepDiagnose() which maintains the type for each variable, the SIN function invokes
raiseNonlinear(), while the ODD function invokes raiseNonsmooth().
The current type of each component Xi.Dj is raised only if it is lower than the type
implied by the current operation. Figure 4 shows a portion of the C++ class declaration used in our interpreter for diagnostic numbers.
3. General Method for Global Nonlinear Analysis
Our interval-based methods are designed to find the global optimum of a constrained
optimization problem (3.1), and to find all solutions of a system of equations
(3.2):
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F(x) = min,
P(x) = 0,
Q(x) ≤ 0,

k equalities,
m inequalities,

n equations,
P(x) = 0,
0
x ∈ X ⊂ I(R n ).
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(3.1)
(3.2)

We begin with the basic interval branch and bound algorithm. The algorithm creates
n-dimensional “boxes” (defined by intervals for the decision variables) by a process
of splitting, starting from an initial box defined by the problem. It seeks to shrink
boxes, or eliminate boxes entirely, until all remaining boxes are small enough to
enclose individual solutions. Processing of any current box X involves the following
computations:
• Evaluate F(X), P(X), Q(X).
• If 0  ∈ Pi(X) for some equality constraint eliminate X.
• If 0 < Qi(X) for some inequality constraint eliminate X.
• Else try to shrink X using intersection techniques.
• Apply an appropriate stop criteria for both algorithms.

The main effort in all these methods is how to detect 0  ∈ Pi(X), 0 < Qi(X) as early
as possible, and how to shrink X as much as possible. This effort has given rise to
different ways of representing F(X), P(X), Q(X) and different techniques for using
these representations. We use a combination of the natural interval extension form,
the mean value (MV) form, and the generalized interval (GI) or linear enclosure
form. Both MV and GI forms (as linear forms based on the gradient and gradientlike slopes) are effectively second-order methods that require more computation
than the natural interval extension, but they permit more rapid reduction of box
sizes and elimination of boxes in the overall branch and bound algorithm.
We then describe constraint propagation techniques as a way of speeding up the
process of box size reduction. Finally, we describe a linear programming test that
can be applied to the GI form to rapidly eliminate a box where the Simplex method
finds no feasible solutions for the linear enclosures of the equality constraints.
3.1. FUNCTION EVALUATION TECHNIQUES
The natural interval extension F(x) = ƒ(x), x ∈ X 0 is obtained by applying the
interval arithmetic and other elementary operations to the interval vector argument
x. The range of ƒ(x) is defined as F ∼ (x) = [min ƒ(x) . . max ƒ(x)], x ∈ X 0 and is
connected to the interval extension by the relation F ∼ (x) ⊆ F(x). Due to the interval
dependency [26], F(x) could be much wider than the exact range. We can keep F(x)
as close to the exact range as possible by minimizing the number of operations
during evaluation.
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The natural interval extension as a direct way of obtaining F(x) is fast and
convenient for checking the condition 0  ∈ F(x). Moreover, it has been shown that
for boxes x that are not small (i.e. are not close to solutions) the natural interval
extension returns tighter function values than the MV and GI forms. The natural
interval extension is used to obtain some components of other forms like the MV
form as well.
MV form is based on a generalization of the well-known mean value theorem
for interval arguments:
F(x) = ƒ(x m ) +

n


Gi (x).(xi − xim ),

x ∈ I(R n ), x m ∈ R n , G ∈ I(R n ).

(3.3)

i=1

It’s easy to see that the MV form is a quadratic outer approximation of F(x) around
x m ∈ x, where x m is a point inside x. For the purposes of constraint evaluation we set
x m ∈ x.c to be the center of x. However, when evaluating the objective (assuming a
minimization problem) we choose:


xi .l,
m
xi = xi .r,


(Gi .r ∗ xi .l − Gi .l ∗ xi .r) / Gi .w,

G ≥ 0,
G ≤ 0,
0 ∈G

(3.3a)

sometimes called an optimal pole. Thus, the modified MV form (3.3), (3.3a) takes
into consideration the monotonicity of F(x) and is called optimal minoring form.
(See [15] for derivations and proof.) Further, evaluation of the interval gradient
vector G(x) is required. We use the interval gradient number type presented in the
previous section to obtain G(x). In the literature this method is known as forward
automatic differentiation. We also mentioned reverse automatic differentiation,
which is usually the best way to obtain derivatives. While the latter method shortens
the time of evaluation, and therefore the time of solution, it doesn’t reduce the
number of gradient evaluations.
It has been shown that for small boxes x the MV form returns tighter function
values than the natural interval extension. However, the advantage of the MV form
is not in directly checking the compatibility condition 0  ∈ F(x); rather, it is most
useful in the techniques that follow for shrinking the current box x as much as
possible before any splitting is required. Additionally, the conditions Gi(x) > 0 and
Gi(x) < 0, known as the monotonicity test, are applied to the objective, and have
the effect of shrinking the i-th side of the box x to the left or right real endpoint.
GI form is based on the linear enclosure number type presented in the previous
section.
F(x) =

n

i=1

αi .Vi + B,

α ∈ R n , B ∈ I(R 1 ), V ∈ I(R n ).

(3.4)
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Here αi are real numbers, while B is the only interval number. Vi is a symmetric
interval around the center of the i-th component of x, i.e. Vi = [−x.w / 2 … x.w / 2].
GI form is known also as separable form if derived from Kolmogorov’s theory of
function presentation in semi-separable form. We use the generalized interval or
GI number type presented in 2.3 to obtain F(x). Computing the GI form in this
way is equivalent to computing the gradient. Therefore, both MV and GI forms are
expected to be similar in evaluation time.
Again for small boxes x the GI form returns tighter function values than the
natural interval extension, but not necessarily tighter than the MV form. The advantage of the GI form appears in the application of a technique for early detection
of the compatibility condition 0  ∈ F(x), as well as a technique for shrinking the
current box x much further than if the MV form is used. These two techniques are
known as:
• constraint propagation,
• linear programming test.

The combination of both leads to a method, which computationally outperforms
other known interval methods for global optimization and solution of systems of
nonlinear equations.
3.2. CONSTRAINT PROPAGATION TECHNIQUE
Suppose the following nonlinear equation is defined in an initial interval box
F(x) = 0,

x ∈ X 0 ∈ I(R n ),

(3.5)

where X 0 is an interval vector (the initial region). Traditional interval methods
typically involve the following basic steps attempting to shrink the current box X:
• linearization of equations,
• solution of the resulting linear interval system.

Constraint propagation applied to the interval equation (3.5) has the advantage
of processing equations independently, saving the time and memory of working
with the full Jacobian matrix. The main idea is simple and realized in the following
two steps:
Step 1: Express a given component xi by means of others, i.e. y = F −1 (xj ),
j = 1, …, n, j  = i.
Step 2: Replace xi = xi ∩ y.
Of course, the inverse operator F −1 cannot be defined for a general nonlinear
function. Instead, we define forms of F(x) for which F −1 (x) exists. The earlier
described MV and GI forms are among the desired forms and here is how F −1 will
look for each of them:
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s = FMV (x).cancel Gi .(xi − xim ) ,
yi = s / Gi + xim ,
0  ∈ Gi ,

(3.6)

s = FGI (x).cancel(αi .Vi ),
yi = s / αi + xim ,
αi  = 0,

(3.7)

where the cancellation operation is defined in Interval Analysis as subtraction [8].
Note that the constraint propagation technique is applied to equality constraints
only. For inequality constraints, our interval solver uses the method of solving
linear interval inequalities as presented in [8] applying both MV and GI forms of
linearization.
3.3. LINEAR PROGRAMMING TEST
In this section, we formulate a linear programming (LP) problem to be incorporated into an interval method for equation-solving or optimization that uses the
generalized interval form described earlier. Assume that a problem has m equality
constraints (as part of an optimization) or a system of m algebraic equations, defined
over n decision variables x. The LP test will be used to process the above equalities
in the following steps.
Step 1. Evaluate all equality constraints with G-interval arguments initialized to
the current box X in order to obtain a form convenient to setup a LP problem:
−A. x + B = 0,

x ∈ X.

(3.8)

Step 2. Setup an LP problem. The objective function for the LP problem could
be any function. Though theoretically, better results are obtained by the choice
presented in [16], in practice the improvement is negligible, and therefore, the
following simple formula is implemented:
ƒ=

n


xi = max.

(3.9)

i=1

Next construct the linear constraints of the LP problem:
−

n


aij . xj + bi = 0,

i = 1, …, n,

(3.10)

j=1

xi ∈ Xi ,

bi ∈ Bi .

The LP problem is written in short as
ƒ = I(n) T . x = max,

A. x + I(m, n).b = 0,

x ∈ X , b ∈ B,

(3.11)
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where A = {−aij } is m by n real matrix, B is m-dimensional vector, I(m, n) is m by
n unit matrix, and I(n) is n-dimensional unit vector.
Step 3. Run the first phase of a Simplex method over (3.11). If the Simplex
method terminates with no feasible solution, this implies that there can be no
feasible solutions to the enclosed nonlinear equality constraints, and the current
box X can be discarded.
4. Numerical Examples
We present numerical results for a few test problems, including an electronic circuit
analysis problem and a problem used by van Hentenryck to illustrate performance of
the Numerica system, solved on a relatively slow PC machine. Figure 5 summarizes
CPU time, number of function evaluations, gradient evaluations, and box splits for
three interval method implementations: using MV form techniques, using GI form
techniques, and adding a LP test to the second method. The following abbreviations
are used:
• MV method implements MV evaluation + MV propagation technique.
• GI method implements GI evaluation + GI propagation + (optionally) LP test.
• MV—mean value; GI—generalized interval; LP—linear programming.
• GI evaluations are compared to gradient evaluations in Figure 5, since one

GI evaluation takes time comparable to one MV evaluation as mentioned in
Section 3.
5. Conclusions
This paper has described advanced interval methods for accelerated global search,
as implemented in the Premium Solver Platform, a compatible upgrade for the
Microsoft Excel Solver. The interval methods make use of mean value (MV) and
generalized interval (GI) function representations, as well as the natural interval
extension. These in turn depend on a parser and interpreter for Microsoft Excel
formulas that implements the generalized number approach to function evaluation
discussed in Section 2.
We presented several numerical examples to compare the performance of the
methods based on GI representation and constraint propagation with that of the
classical interval methods. In these examples, the GI form techniques including the
LP test significantly outperform the natural interval extension and the MV form
techniques, with several-fold reductions in CPU time, function evaluations, and
gradient evaluations. The results suggest that further testing is warranted with a
more comprehensive set of test problems.
We conclude that the interval methods presented for global optimization and
equation solving show promise for practical problems, especially where a deterministic approach rather than a stochastic or heuristic approach (such as multi-start
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Circuit
Range [−10 .. 10], ε = 0.001,
((2.5xi − 10.5)xi + 11.8)xi +

n


xj − i = 0, i = 1, …, n.

j=1

Dimension 7
Method
Splits
Fun
Grad
T[s]

MV

GI

8596 222
86656
0
86656 4776
119
3

Dimension 8

GI+LP
97
0
2724
1

MV

GI

27399
744
309713
0
309713 18503
618
13

Dimension 9

GI+LP

MV

GI

GI+LP

191
0
6139
5

x
x
x
x

1868
0
51279
41

294
0
10665
9

Example 2
Range [exp(−1) .. exp(1)], ε = 0.001,
xi − exp cos i

n


xj

= 0.

j=1

Dimension 7

Dimension 8

Dimension 9

Method

MV

GI

GI+LP

MV

GI

GI+LP

Splits
Fun
Grad
T[s]

994
5072
5072
4

562
0
2834
1

378
0
2144
1

35533
233652
233652
302

19633
0
129012
84

6982
0
51790
35

MV GI
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

GI+LP
108893
0
1009509
1518

Numerica h.100
Range [−1 .. 5], ε = 5%,
Dim = 7, Fmin = 681, Xmin = [2.33; 1.95; −0.49; 4.37; −0.62; 1.04; 1.59].
See van Hentenryck’s book [9, p. 199].
F = (x − 10)2 + 5(y − 12)2 + z4 + 3(t − 11)2 + 10u6 + 7v2 + w4 − 4vw − 10v − 8w,
2x2 + 3y4 + z + 4t2 + 5u − 127 < 0,
7x + 3y + 10z2 + t − u − 282 < 0,
23x + y2 + 6v2 − 8w − 196 < 0,
4x2 + y2 − 3xy + 2z2 + 5v − 11w < 0.

MV
GI
Figure 5.

Splits

Fun

Grad

T[s]

11887
8074

118727
16146

118727
80738

292
143

Numerical results for interval methods on three test problems.

methods or genetic algorithms) is desired, and that the availability of these methods
in an easy-to-use, highly accessible form in Microsoft Excel should result in more
widespread use and appreciation for the power of these methods.
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